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Xia has recently proved that some solutions of the five body problem in three 
dimensions have singularities without collisions. We extend this result to the n-body 
problem in the plane. 0 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
I. INr~o~uOrroN 
In 1895, Painleve [4], at the invitation of Mittag-Leffler, gave a series 
of lectures in Stockholm on the subject of differential equations, discussing, 
among other things, singularities in solutions of the n-body problem. 
Following a suggestion of Poincare [4, p. SSS], he defined a pseudocollision 
as a singularity without a collision, in the sense that there is no point in 
space which is simultaneously approached by two or more bodies at the 
time of the singularity. Instead, Painleve conjectured, a singularity might 
occur because the positions of some of the bodies tend to infinity or 
oscillate wildly. 
Subsequent papers by Von Zeipel [7] (see also McGehee [3]) and Saari 
[S] showed that a pseudocollision cannot occur unless some of the bodies 
tend to infinity and oscillate wildly. Painlevt himself had proved that 
pseudocollisions cannot occur when n = 3, while Saari [6] proved that 
almost all initial conditions in the 4-body problem do not lead to a 
pseudocollision. Mather and McGehee [2] demonstrated the existence of 
a pseudocollision in the one-dimensional 4-body problem, but their solu- 
tion had to be continued through an infinite number of binary collisions 
before the pseudocollision. This author [l] described a possible model for 
a true pseudocollision in the planar 5-body problem, without however 
giving a complete proof. 
Very recently the question has been settled by Xia [S], who proved the 
existence of a true pseudocollision in the three-dimensional 5-body 
problem. We here extend Xia’s result to two dimensions and demonstrate 
the existence of a true pseudocollision in the planar 3N-body problem for 
some large but finite value of N. 
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The configuration of the 3N bodies approaching a pseudocollision is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 2N of the bodies have the same mass; these are 
arranged in N orbiting pairs, with the orbits nearly circular and the center 
of mass of each pair lying at one of the vertices of a regular N-gon. The 
other N bodies have much smaller mass, although equal to each other, and 
simultaneously move along the N edges of the polygon, from one orbiting 
pair to the next. Each time a small body encounters an orbiting pair, the 
small body gains kinetic energy, causing the pair to lose potential energy 
and move into a tighter orbit. The small body also transfers momentum to 
the pair as a whole, causing the pair to move away from the center of the 
polygon. Thus from one encounter to the next, the polygon grows larger 
and the small bodies move faster along the edges. By suitably adjusting the 
number of bodies, their masses, and their initial positions and velocities, it 
is possible to ensure that the speed of each small body increases by a 
greater ratio than the length of each edge. The time from one encounter to 
the next therefore decreases in roughly geometric progression, and an 
infinite number of encounters, during which the polygon grows infinitely 
large, will occur in a finite time. 
This configuration is similar to the five body isoceles triangular con- 
figuration proposed in [ 1). The major new idea is to impose on the system 
an exact N-fold rotational symmetry, which greatly simplifies the analysis 
by decreasing the number of degrees of freedom from twelve to eight (even 
though the number of bodies is vastly increased) and automatically 
FIGURE 1 
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stabilizing the gross shape of the system. The idea of having an exact rota- 
tional symmetry was suggested to me over dinner one night at the 1985 
AMS meeting in Anaheim by Scott W. Brown live minutes after I described 
the problem to him. This paper could not have been written without 
Brown’s brilliant insight. 
In Section II of this paper, we introduce most of the notation needed to 
prove the existence of pseudocollisions. In Section III we state Lemma 1 
and show that this lemma implies the existence of pseudocollisions in the 
plane. The lemma provides information about the relation between the 
state of the system at time t,, just before each of the small bodies encoun- 
ters an orbiting pair, and the state of the system at time r6, just before each 
small body encounters the next orbiting pair. To show that a pseudocolli- 
sion occurs we must show that two conditions are met at each encounter. 
First, the phase of the orbiting pair must be such that the small body gains 
energy during the encounter, and second, the small body must be deflected 
at just the right angle to encounter the next orbiting pair. Lemma 1 states, 
in effect, that under suitable initial conditions, small changes in the orbital 
phase and angle of deflection at to will result in larger changes at t,, so that 
the orbital phase and angle of deflection at an infinite number of future 
encounters can be simultaneously adjusted by line tuning the values at t,,. 
In Section IV, we state Lemmas 2 and 3, and show that these imply 
Lemma 1. In Section V we prove Lemma 2, which gives bounds for some 
of the partial derivatives of the state of the system at time t4 with respect 
to the state at t,, where f4 occurs just after the encounter with the first 
orbiting pair. The idea is to approximate the path of the small body by a 
sequence of two hyperbolas, as it approaches each of the two orbiting 
bodies in turn. In Section VI we prove Lemma 3, which gives bounds for 
the partial derivatives of the state at t6 with respect to the state at t4. 
During the interval from t, to t,, the small bodies are sufliciently far 
from the orbiting pairs that we can treat them nearly independently, using 
perturbation methods. 
II. NOTATION 
Let Q,, . . . . Q3N be point bodies in the ‘plane. For each i, let mi be the 
mass of Qi and let ri(t) and vi(t) be the position and velocity of Qi at time 
t. For any vector q, let lql be the norm and (q) the argument of q. Assume 
that between every pair of bodies Qi and Qj (i # j) there exists an attractive 
force whose magnitude is Gm,m, (ri - r,l-‘. 
For 1 <i < 3(N- l), assume that 
mi+3 =mj 
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and initially that 
Iri+31 = IrA 
(ri+j)= (ri>-2nlN, 
Ivi+31 = Ivi19 
<vi+3>= (vi)-2nlN; 
this N-fold rotational symmetry must then continue to hold at all times for 
which there exists a solution to the equations of motion. Assume that 
m, = m, and let p = (m,/m,)“*. Assume that initially (and therefore at all 
times for which there exists a solution) both the total energy and the total 
angular momentum of the system are zero; i.e., 
jFl mi(rixvi)=O, 
f 5 m,(v,(*-G F c mimjIr,-rjl-‘=O. 
,=l i=l jfi 
For all subscripts i and j, let rv( t) and vii(t) be the position and velocity 
of the center of mass of Qi and Qj; i.e., 
rii= (miri+mjrj)(mi+mi)-’ 
vii = (m,v, + m,v,)(m, + mj)-’ 
Let E and A be the internal energy and angular momentum of the sub- 
system consisting of Q, and Q2 ; i.e., 
E=~v,-~,~~*-~G~r,--r,~~-’ 
A = 2(r, - r12) x (v, - v,~). 
Since all vectors r and v are in the plane, we can treat A as a scalar. 
Assume that E < 0 and A # 0 so that the instantaneous orbits of Q, and Q2 
about their center of mass (ignoring the influence of the other bodies) are 
ellipses. Let E, s, 17, and 0 be the instantaneous eccentricity, semi-major axis, 
mean speed, and argument of periapsis respectively of the orbit of Q r ; i.e., 
s=(l +~EL~*G-‘)~‘*, 
,y= -@E-l, 
fj= -Eli2 3 
~=(r1-r12)+arccos[~(~-1-~)~r,-r,2~~’-~~’], 
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where the sign of the second term is the same as the sign of 
-cos((v, -viz) - (r, -r12)). Since the other bodies do exert forces on 
Q, and Q2, E, A, E, S, V, and 6 are actually functions of time E(t), etc. 
Let 
x1 = E sin( (r12) - rc/N- 0), 
x2 = E cos( (r,2) -x/N- e), 
x4 = 1~~1 VP1 sin((r,,) -n/N- (v,)), 
x5 = Iv31 tip1 cos((r12) -x/N- (v,)), 
X6=lr,-r,,ls-1cos((r,,>-n/N-(r,-r,,)), 
x7 = lrlzl s-‘, 
y=Ir,-r,,ls-‘sin((r,,)--7~/N-(r~-r,~)). 
Note that when E = 0, 8 is indeterminate, but x1 and x2 are defined to be 
0. Let $2 be the region consisting of all points 6 in the interior of the orbit 
of Q, such that (rd5 - rlz) < (d-r,,) 6 (r, -r,2) (i.e., the shaded 
region in Fig. 2) and let x3 be equal to 2n times the area of a divided by 
the area of the region enclosed by the orbit of Q,. 
Let Ri = xi for i = 1, 2, 3, and 7, and let 
Z4 = Iv31 0-l sin((r,,) + rc/N- (v,)), 
R,= Iv31 0-l co~((r,~)+n/N- (v,)), 
.f6=(r3-r12) s-‘cos((rlz) +x/N- (r3-r12)), 
j7=2x,sin(7r/N)-Ir,-r,,l s-‘sin((r,,)+n/N-(r,--r,,)). 
FIGURE 2 
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If we fix N, CL, and G, then the state of the system is determined by xi, 
x2, x3, x4, x5, X6, x,, y, s, (r12), the sign of A, and the sign of vr2.ri2. 
Alternatively, we could substitute Z‘i and j for all xi and y. Note that if QJN 
is replaced by Q3 and Q,, is replaced by Q,,, + ,) for 1 d I < N - 1, then the 
values of y and of each xi become the values of j and each Zi, respectively, 
while S, (r12), A, and v12 .r12 are unchanged. 
Let 0( 1) stand for any function of N, p, and x which is bounded from 
above in absolute value, and let o( 1) be any such function which tends to 
zero, in the limit as N tends to infinity, while ,r-’ tends to infinity faster 
than any power of N, and x tends to infinity faster than any power of p- ‘. 
For any expression q, let O(q) stand for 0( 1) q and let o(q) stand for o( 1) q. 
For any two expressions p and q, we define p-q to mean Ip - q1 = o(q). 
In the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 3, we will use x as an approximation of x7. 
In the proof of Lemma 2 we will use the same 0 and o notation to stand 
for functions of N and p alone. 
When the binary relation - is used between two vectors or two 
matrices, it is understood to apply individually to all of the respective 
elements of the two vectors or matrices. In such cases we shall sometimes 
use the ith element of a column vector, thejth element of a row vector, or 
the (i, j)th element of a matrix on the lefthand side of the - to stand for 
the entire vector or matrix, but we shall always write out all elements of the 
vector or matrix on the righthand side, so this abuse of notation will never 
lead to ambiguity. 
III. A MAPPING LEMMA 
To prove our main result, that some set of initial conditions leads to a 
pseudocollision, we introduce the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. For every sufficiently large integer N there exists pLo > 0 such 
that for every positive p <pO there exists x0 > 0 such that the following 
holds: Fix G. Let 9 be the set of all functions f: [0, 3~1 x [ - 2, 21 + 
R' x S’ x ( +, - }’ with the property thatfor all (cp, A) E CO,371 J x [ -2,2], 
if x3=(p, x6=& and 
(xl, x2, x4, x5, x7, Y, s, <r12), sign(A), sign(vIz.r12))=f(cp, A) 
(XT + xy < lop, 
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X7’Xo, 
y = 2x, sin(z/N) - 3, 
s > 0, 
A >O, 
VI2 . r12 > 0, 
18x1 /%I < NP3? 
I~x2/%4 < NP3> 
lax4kw <my 
kkiad < NP, 
lax,ia44 <@x7, 
tada < N$, 
lax,ianl < ~3, 
la-da4 < NP, 
kwa4 < NP, 
lax,/anl < NP~X~. 
For each 7~ .9 and to: [0,3z] x [ -2,2] + R, there exists a subset U of 
[0, 3~1 x [ -2,2] and functions t, : U -+ R and f * E 9 such that for all 
maw if 
(-f,(to), Uto)) = (6% 3 
then there exists a solution for the equations of motion for to(@, x) < t < 
t6(@, x). These solutions have the property that for each (rp, A) E 
CO,3711 x [2, -23, there exists a unique (4, 1)~ U such that 
Furthermore, letting t, = t6(+, 11, we have, for all (@, 1) E U, 
0 <X3(&) d 37c, 
-2<xs(t,)G2 
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(in other words, the function which sends ($5,x) to (x,(t6), x6(t6)) is a con- 
tinuous bijection from U onto [0, 3711 x [ -2, 2]), 
(Xl(f6h x*(td~ x4(td, xdtd, X7(fdr Y(bA S(fd? <r,*(bJ>, 
s&v(&)), sknh2(t6) .r12hd) =f *h(bJ~ x&d), 
(f6 - to) x4(fd ~(f6)Clr12(tO)l + bdfJ1 -I = WnlN) + o(N~*P), 
x4(f&4(to) = 1 + o(N-*p), 
lr12(t6Mr12(to)l = 1 + 2n2N-2~ + o(N-~P), 
v(tJv(trJ = 1 + p + o(p). 
We now state our main result, and prove that it follows from Lemma 1. 
THEOREM. For some integer N, there exists a solution of the planar 3N- 
body problem which has a singularity but no collisions. 
Proof. Choose N satisfying Lemma 1, choose p < ,uO, and choose x0 
satisfying Lemma 1. N and x0 must also be large enough, and p small 
enough to satisfy certain other conditions which we shall introduce in the 
course of this proof. Choose any f. E 9 and let r,(cp, A) = 0 for all 
(cp, A) E [0, 37t] x [ -2,2]. For each n > 0, let f,,, I be one of the functions 
f *, let U,,, be one of the sets U, let t,, r be one of the functions t6, and 
let $,, be the bijective map from Un,O to [0, 37~1 x [2, -21 whose existence 
is guaranteed by Lemma 1 if we let f = f, and to = 7,. For k >/ 0, let 
U n,k+l=+,l(Un+l k ). The compactness of [0,37t] x [ -2,2] and the con- 
tinuity of $,;’ imphes that the sets U,,, are all compact. Therefore the 
nested sequence of Sets { UO,k}~zO has a non-empty intersection r 
We maintain that if (@, ‘x) E Y then the solution of the 3N-body problem 
with initial conditions Z3=$, &=I, and (1,,Z2,Z4,Z5,Z7, jj,s, (r12), 
sign(d), sign(v,, . r,*)) = f,,(@, 1) has a pseudocollision. First of all, these 
initial conditions (at time z. = 0) imply that at time tr(@, 1) we have 
(xl, x2, x4, x5, x7, Y, s, (r,,>, sign(A), sign(v,,.r,,))=f,(x,, x6). It then 
follows, from the rotational symmetry, that if we were to relabel Q3,v as Q3 
and QJt as Q3,1+lJ for 1 <r< N- 1, then we would have (a,, Z2, .Z4, 
Z5,T7, J,s, (r,2),sign(d),sign(v,2.r,2))=f,(Z?,,$J. Since f,~9 and, 
after relabeling, (5&(~,), a,(?,)) E U,,,, we can again apply Lemma 1 and 
conclude that at time r2(Jlo(4, x)), if we were to relabel QJcNP 1J as Q3, QX,., 
as Q6, and Q3, as Q3(,+*) (1616N-23, then we would have (ZI,Z2,14, 
Z5, i,, J, s, (r12), sign(A), sign(v,, .r,*)) =f2(Z3, 2,). Since we started 
with a point (Z,(r,), &(r,)) = (@, 2) in r, we will always end up, after the 
appropriate relabeling, with (Z3(r,), Z&r,,)) in U,,, and we can continue to 
apply Lemma 1, extending the solution to time r, for arbitrarily large n. 
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Now Lemma 1 guarantees that lrJz,,+ ,)l/lr,,(z,)l = 1 + 27r2N-‘p + 
o(Np2p) for all n>O and hence Ir,2(7n+2)l/lr12(tn+,)l = 1 +2?r2NP2p+ 
oW2~) and Clr12(7n+2)I + lr12(7,+1)Il/Clr12(~,+I)I  I~12(~n)ll = 
1 +~~c~N-~~+o(N-~~). We also have U(7,+2)/U(z,+1)= 1 +~+o(,M) and 
X~(Z,+Z)/X~(~,+I)=~+O(N-~~) SO (t,+2-7,+1)/(5,+1-t,)=1-- 
+ o(p). For suitable values of N, p, and x0, the term o(,u) is less than 4~ 
so that (~+2-%+~)/(~+1 - 7,) < 1 - 4~. It follows that TV = lim, _ co 7" 
exists and is less than 2,K’(r, -TV). However, Lemma 1 also guarantees 
that [r12(t,+ i)l/lr,,(r,)l = 1 + 2n2N -2p + o(N-‘p) which, for suitable 
values of N, p, and x0 is greater than 1 + rc2NP2p, so lim,,,[r,,(z,)l = co. 
This establishes that a singularity occurs at t = TV ; we now show that 
there is no collision. Since lim, j ~ V(7,) = co, we have lim, _ ~ ~(5,) = 0 so 
lim, _ a Ird7Jl = lim,+ m jr,(z,)l = co. Also for all n, after relabeling, we 
have -2 d zi6(7,) < 2 and 9(7,) = 2.?,(5,) sin(rr/N) - 3, so at all times T, we 
have -2s<Jr,-r,,J cos[(r3-r12)-(r,2)-n/N]<2s and Ir,--r,,l 
sin[ (r3 - r12) - (r12) -n/N] = 3s. Hence Ir3(7,)-r,,(7,)l~J13s(7,), 
so lim n-r m(r3(7,)-r12(7n)j = 0 and limn,,jr,(t,)l = co. Therefore 
lim ,-r, r,(t) does not exist for i= 1,2, and 3 (and, by symmetry, for all 
3N bodies) and a pseudocollision occurs at t = T, . 
IV. Two INTERVALS OF TIME 
Lemma 1 relates the state of the system at time to, as Q3 approaches the 
orbiting pair Ql and Q2, to the state of the system at time t,, as Q3 
approaches Q4 and Q,, the next pair. In order to prove this lemma, we 
subdivide the interval of time at t4, as Q, departs from the pair Qi and Q2. 
We now state two additional lemmas. Lemma 2 covers the interval from t, 
to t, and describes how Q3 interacts with Q, and Q2. Lemma 3 covers the 
interval from t, to t6 and describes what happens as Q3 travels along one 
side of the polygon between two orbiting pairs. 
For Lemma 2 we consider only the bodies Qi, Q2, and Q3. We redefine 
the variables x,, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, y, Z,, K,, I,, 1,, i,, and & in this 
3-body system, replacing (r12) by a constant argument, which without loss 
of generality we take to be zero, in each definition. We do not refer to x, 
at all, and therefore use 
B= - (r3-r,,l S-I sin(n/N- (r3-ri2)) 
instead of y. We again assume that the total energy of the system is zero, 
but in place of the total angular momentum, we assume that 
sin(m,v, + m2v2 + m3v3> = 0. Note that this 3-body system is equivalent 
to the full 3N-body system in the limit as x, tends to infinity. 
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LEMMA 2. For every sufficiently large integer N there exists uO>O such 
that for every positive u < p,, the following holds: Fix G. Given any values for 
to, i,(t,), Mt,), X,(tO), Z5(to), and 5 such that 
there exist cj E [0,2n) and 1 E ( -2,2) such that zf Z,(t,) = @, Z,(t,) = 1, 
j(to)= -3, A(t,)>O, and cos(v,,(t,)) >O then there exists t,> to such 
that for all t E [to, t4] a solution to the equations of motion exists, with 
[X,(t,)2 + X&)2]1”2 < F/J, 
&x1(1 - 2712N-2_N-5/2+~~-5/2~L)1/2 
<x4(t4)<$p-1(1-2n2N-2+N-5/2-+N-5/2p)1/2, 
X5(Ld = 4. 
-22xx,(t,)<2, 
Y(f4) = 3, 
cos(v,*(t4)> ‘0, 
xcdW%(fo) = 1 + 4N -*PI, 
V( t&q to) = 1 + p + o(p). 
Furthermore, tf we consider the state of the system at time t4 as a function 
of ~l(td, Utd, ~dtd, Ldto), 24to), UtO), and s(t,) (with P(tJ fixed at 
-3, and both sign(A(t,)) and sign(cos(v,,(t,))) held positive), and we let 
cii= ~xi(t,)/~~j(to), and C,= s(t,)-’ &(t,)/Sj(to), then we have 
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CiJ - Ci&S,lCS6 - 
1 41) O(P) O(p2) O(p2) 0 
41) 1 O(P) O(r2) O(P2) 0 
41) 41) 1 O(P2) O(P2) 0 
oh-‘) a-‘) 41) 1 O(P) 0 
0 0 0 0 00 
,f i@ &;$ O(p) 0(/a 0 
and 
where the signs + and f are globally uniform. The set S of all points 
(~l(kJ~ I*, ~,(kA Mto)) satisfying the above conditions can be covered 
by four connected open sets S,, . . . . S, such that for each k, both @ and 1 can 
be chosen to be continuous functions (indeed 4 can be constant) over 
Skx [&TN-‘-N-‘~*, ,,~zN~‘+N-‘/~]. Let W be any subset of S 
such that n,(t,) and a,(&,) have a range of no more than 20Np3 and Qt,) 
and Z,(t,) a range of no more than 2ONp over W. Then W is a subset of at 
least one of the four open sets, so that fi can be chosen continuous and @ 
constant over Wx [Finn-‘- NP3/*, Finn-‘+ NP3/*]. 
LEMMA 3. For every sufficiently large integer N there exists pLo > 0 such 
that for every positive p c ,uO there exists x0 > 0 such that the following holds: 
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CXlW + “wJ2] l/2 < $4 
J&-1( 1-2~2N-2-N-5/2+~N-5,12~)1/2 
<x,(t,)iJip-‘(t-2~~N-~+N-5~2-~~-55/2~)~~2, 
-2 <x&J < 2, 
.al) > x0, 
yt LJ = 3, 
N4wA 
v12(t4) +r12(b)~ 0, 
-2<k2, 
there exists a unique t6 > t, and < E (,,I? nN -I - 1ve312, 4 CT1 + iV -3/2) 
such that if x5( t4) = 5 then 
(f6 - f4) x&~~ %J Clr12(t4)l + lr12(t6)ll--1 
= sin(n/N) + o(N-‘p), 
x&Mf4) = I+ WP2), 
w/w = 1 + WP3L 
lr1&Mr1dt4)1 = 1 + 2nZNe2p + 4N -‘,4, 
[X&)* + x&,)2]1~2 -c iop, 
dF-ltl -2n2~-2-jpp5/2~u2 
<x,(t,)<&-‘(1-22n2r~+N-s’2)1’2, 
&TN-’ -N-3i2<xS(t6)<,/hN-1 + N-3’2, 
X&J = 4 
“-G(k) > x0, 
y( f6) = 2x,( t6) sin(7r/N) - 3, 
y(I) # 2x,(t) sin(n/N) - 3 for t4<t<t& 
4&J > 0, 
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Furthermore, if we consider the state of the system at time t, as a function 
ofx,(td xAtJ, dtd x4(b), xAtd, xdtd, xAf4), 4fqh and (r1At4)>, 
and let b,= axi(t,)/axj(t,) and x- x,(t,), then 
O(N -‘/2x) O(N -‘/2x) O(N -l/2x) Wx) 
O(N -‘$,y) O(N -‘p’x) O(N -‘p5x) O(P5X) 
O(N-‘p’x) O(N-‘$x) O(N-‘p’x) -zN-‘p2x 
O(N -‘p’x) O(N-‘p’x) O(N -‘$x) fw’x) 
O(N-‘$x) O(N-‘$x) O(N-‘p3x) W’x) 
O(N-‘p2x) O(N-‘p’x) O(N-‘$x) O(P2X) 
O(N-‘p5xZ) O(N-‘p5x2) O(N -‘$x2) WxZ) 
O(N -‘p4x) O(N -‘p’x) O(N -‘/I’) 
O(N-‘p4x) O(N -lp’x) O(N -‘p4) 
O(N -‘p4x) O(N-‘p3x) * ,,&N-‘/I 
O(N-‘p2x) O(N -lp’)x) O(N -l/i*) 
O(N -‘p2x) O(N -‘$x) O(N-‘$) 
J-inN-‘/LX O(N-‘y’x) O(N-‘p*) 
O(N -‘p4x2) O(N -‘p5x2) O(N -‘p4x). 
We now prove Lemma 1 assuming Lemmas 2 and 3. The idea is to use 
the lower bounds on c56 and c,~ from Lemma 2 and the lower bounds on 
be5 and bj, from Lemma 3, together with the upper bounds on all the other 
elements of the matrices B and C, to obtain lower bounds on elements 33 
and 66 of the product matrix BC, namely dx,(t,)/X,(t,) = acp/d$ and 
ax,(t,yan,(t,) = aA/afi. 
Proof: We first establish that Lemma 2 remains true for the full 3N- 
body system, for any given values of N and ,u, provided x,(t,) is greater 
than some number x0. 
Fix N and p, and choose a closed subset s, of each S, such that every 
set W satisfying the conditions in Lemma 2 is a subset of at least one of the 
s, (this is possible because the Sk are open, and the set of permitted 
diameters for W is closed). For any k E { 1,2, 3,4}, we can choose 4 
and 1 to be continuous over Sk so that for each 5, the set 
((6 @(C 5),&c 0): a’~ Sk} is closed. Since there are no singularities in 
the interval [to, t4], all of the xi(t4), cii, and 5, must be continuous func- 
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tions of the Zj( to). Since c56 # 0, c&’ is also a continuous function. (Note 
that all xi and C, are invariant under changes of distance scale, so xi(t4), 
cij, and c^,j cannot depend on s(t,).) 
Let S:=$k~[,/?~N-1-N-3/2, ,/?zN-‘+N-~/~]. If for each 
(5, ~)ES:, we let ~Z~(t~)=@(d, 5) and g6(tO)=fi(Z, 0, then for each 5, the 
set Sk is mapped to a closed set of points (xi(f4), . . . . x4( t4), xg(t4), s( t4), 
Cl13 ..*, C66, c71, .‘., S,,) which must fall within the open set guaranteed by 
Lemma 2. We now reintroduce the bodies Q4 through QjN. By making 
Z,(t,) sufliciently large, we can make the gravitational pull of Q4, . . . . QjN 
on Q1 , Q2, and Q3 arbitrarily small, and also make d( r i2)/dt and 
a(d( r i2 )/dr)/ZEj arbitrarily small. Hence by making .Z7( to) sufficiently 
large, we can ensure that the presence of Q4, . . . . QJN, and the return to our 
original definitions of xi and Zj, results in an arbitrarily small change in all 
xi(f4), I, cij, and Z7,, for any given element of S,*. (Note that all xi and 
s are invariant under global rotations, so xi (f4), . . . . 276 cannot depend 
on(r,,(t,)).) In particular, we can choose Z7(t0) sufficiently large that 
for each t, the closed set of points (xi (t4), . . . . ?76) to which ,$ is mapped 
still falls within the open set guaranteed by Lemma 2. All the conclusions 
of Lemma 2 will then hold, except for x,(t,) = 5, and since c56 -
(i&T 1) p-5, we can set x,(t,) equal to 5 by an arbitrarily small change 
in 1. Finally, we can set Z7(f0) large enough that the conclusions of 
Lemma 2 hold simultaneously in all four Sk, and hence whenever the 
hypothesis of Lemma 2 holds. 
We now put bounds on c,] and ci7 for the full 3N-body system. By 
making a,( to) sufficiently large, we can make )r i2(t4)(/)r i2( to)\ arbitrarily 
close to 1 and make the partial derivatives of Ir,2(t4)l/lr1z(to)l with respect 
to Z,(to) arbitrarily close to zero. Hence x7( f4) - ’ 8x,( t4)/Xj( to) - 
- s(t,))’ &(t,)/~?E,((t,) and if x - Z,(t,), we have 
To obtain bounds on ci7, we again let x-Z7(f0) and note that the forces 
exerted on Qi, Qz, and Q3 by the other bodies are on the order of Gx-~, 
and the derivatives of these forces with respect to Ir,,l (holding xi, . . . . x6 
and s constant) are on the order of GxP3. Since all xi are invariant under 
changes of distance scale, xi( ts) cannot vary at all with s( to), so 
cj7 = 0(x-‘) for l<ii6, 
c,7 - 1. 
Thus 
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1 o(l) O(P) W2) OW) 0 o(x-z) 
41) 1 WC) W2) OW) 0 o(x-2) 
41) 41) 1 a!4 oh4 0 oW2) 
ob-‘) OW’) 41) 1 O(P) 0 o(x-2) 
0 0 0 0 
1 
+I $*O* * ;$ o;p, W2) 0 o(x-2) 
o(x) o(x) f-h Ob2x) OWX) 0 1 
We now prove Lemma 1. We choose x0 large enough to satisfy both 
Lemma 3 and the 3N-body version of Lemma 2, and also large enough for 
all o functions to be as small as needed throughout the proof. 
Let f be an arbitrary element of 9, and to(& x) an arbitrary real-valued 
function on [0, 372-J x [ -2, 23. Let W be the set of all points 
(Tr(t,), Zz(to), Z4(t0), Z,(t,), l) such that $xN-’ - Ne3/* < r < 
JZn~-‘+~-3’2 and such that T(& I)= (a,(~,), Z,(t,), Z,(t,), Zs(to), . ..) 
for some (@,I) E [O, 3n] x [ -2, 23. The bounds on Z,(t,), Z,(t,), Z,(t,), 
Z5(to), and their partial derivatives with respect to @ and 1 given by the 
definition of 9 in Lemma 1 imply that W satisfies the conditions in 
Lemma 2. Let @: W+ [0,37c] and 1: W-t [ -2,2] be the continuous 
functions whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 2. Let f = (4, d) and, 
505/89/l-2 
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for each 5 E [$nN-1-N-312, JLN-~+N-~/*], let gc(4,X) = 
(aI( ~2(kJ, -h(fO), -%(to), 51, where3(@, 1) = Gl(to), a2(to) , -%(tO), 
RJt,), . ..). and let h, =fogr, Then h, is a, continuous function from 
[0, 37~1 x [ -2,2] into itself. Indeed h, is a contraction because, by the 
definition of 9, aZj(t,)/a@ and cYZ~?,(&)/CYX are both o(l), while the con- 
stancy of 4 together with the bounds on c,~/c~, implies that ~!?lj~?Z~((t,) = 
0( 1) when 5 is held fixed; hence a@@ and 82/8X are both o( 1). It follows 
that h, has a unique fixed point (q*(r), A*(t)) which varies continuously 
with & For each t, if we let t,= to(g*(4), A*(<)) and (ai( . . . . 
sign(v,,(t,) .r12(to))) =y(q*(C), n*(r)), then, by Lemma 2, there exists 
t, > t, such that 
CXl(Ld2 +X2(Ld211’* < ycl, 
$p-‘(l- 2712N-2_N~5/2+~N~5/2~)1/2 
<x,(r,)<~~-‘(1-2rc2N-2+N-5i2-fN-5i2y)1i2, 
xs(d = 5, 
-2 < xg(t4) < 2, 
Y(b) = 3, 
A(f4) >o, 
v,*(~‘d ‘rl*(a’o9 
O( t*)/U(fg) = 1 + p + 0(/A). 
By making x0 (and hence z?,(t,)) sufficiently large, while holding p fixed, 
we can ensure that Ir12(t4)l/lrlz(to)l is arbitrarily close to 1. But 
s( t4)/s( to) = iq t&q f# = 1 - 2n + o(p), so 
X,(b) > %(to) ’ x0. 
We have now established that for each 5 E [a AN-’ - Nm312, 
fi r~N-l+ N-3’2] we can find q*(t) and A*(<) such that if the state of 
the system at to is given by y(cp*(g), A.*(<)) then x5(t4) = r and the state of 
the system at f4 satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 3. For each 5, choose 
r*(5)~(~xN-‘-N-~‘*,~71N-‘+N-“*) such that if xJr,)={*(<), 
and all other xi(f4) (except x5) have the same values that they would have 
if (Z,(t,), . ..) were equal to ~(T((P*(<), A*(t)), then there exists t, > r4 such 
that y(&) = 2x7(f6) sin(rc/N) - 3 and xg(t6) = 0. Such a e*(r) is guaranteed 
to exist by Lemma 3. Now cp* and I* are continuous functions of r, f is 
continuous, and the state of the system at t, is a continuous function of the 
state at to, so the xj(t4) vary continuously with r. The lower bound on 6,, 
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and the upper bounds on the other bgi then imply that r* varies con- 
tinuously with 5. It follows that for some &, E ($ zN- ’ -N -3/2, 
fi nN-’ + N-3’2), we have c*(&,) = to. If (Zi(t,-,), ...) =y((p*(&,), A*(&,)) 
then x,(t,) = 0. 
Now all of the conditions on the state of the system at t, (including the 
conditions on cii if we replace the o’s by suitable bounding functions) given 
by the expanded version of Lemma 2, as well as the condition that 
$ zN - ’ - N ~ 3’2 < x5( t4) < fi rcN ~ ’ + N P3/2, involve strict inequalities. 
The state of the system at time t, is a continuous function of + and 1 given 
that (Z1(t,), . . . . sign(v,,(t,) .r12(to))) =y(@, 1). Therefore there exists a 
neighborhood of (cp*(t,), A*(cO)) such that for all (@J, 1) in this 
neighborhood, if (I,(to), . . . . sign(v,,(t,) .r,,(t,))) =T(& I), then the condi- 
tions on the state of the system at t4 given by Lemma 2 are still satisfied. 
Since .x6(t6) is a continuous function of the state of the system at t,, and 
hence of the state at t,, there must exist a subneighborhood of this 
neighborhood for which -2 < x,(t,) < 2. But Lemma 3 states that there is 
a unique x5(2,) (that is, 5) for each x,(2,) (that is, ;L) in the interval 
( - 2,2). It follows that for all (@, x) in such a subneighborhood, the system 
can be extended to t, and satisfies all the conditions given by Lemmas 2 
and 3. We will demonstrate that for N, p ~ ‘, and x0 sufficiently large, the 
union of all such subneighborhoods includes the set U required by 
Lemma 1. 
For some such subneighborhood, we consider the state of the system at 
f4 as a function of @ and 1, and estimate the partial derivative of xi(f6) 
with respect o 1. Since all x, are invariant under changes of distance scale 
and global rotations, xi(t6) cannot depend on s(t,) or (r12(to)). Hence 
Using the above bounds on ckj/c5,+ the bounds on 6, from Lemma 3, and 
the bounds on Ej(t,)/aX from the definition of 9 in Lemma 1, we obtain 
+ $cN -‘p3x 
O(N-‘P*X) 
O(N -‘p2x) 
J2W’f.l~ 
O(N - ‘P’x*), 
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where x is the 5th component ofT(cp*(&,), A*(&,)) (and hence x - Z,(t,) - 
x,(t,) for all (@, 1) in the subneighborhood). 
Next we estimate the derivatives of xi(t6) with respect o 4, but instead 
of holding 2 constant as $ varies (so that we obtain OX,/@) we allow 
1 to vary with ~$3 just enough so that x5(t4) remains constant. In other 
words, we let 
We then obtain 
and 
a 
‘kj- c5j z xk(t4) i 
a 
QJf X~(l4) 
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Substituting back, we obtain 
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$ Xi(t6)= i bik h EijttO) i $ zn(fO) 
k=l j=l a(P n=l 
’ [C5n(Ckj- c5jck6/c56) - C5j(Ckn - c5nck6/c56)1 
i 
a 
a x5(r4). 
But 
SO 
From the bounds On bik, a$(&,)/@, a&(&,)/& C5n/C56, and ckj-c5jck6/c56 
from Lemma 3, Lemma 1, and the modified version of Lemma 2, respec- 
tively, we obtain 
Now let 
where the constant of integration is chosen so that V = 2 when @ = cp*(&,), 
and consider the state of the system at t6 as a function of 4 and 9 instead 
of @J and 2. Then axi( 2,)/a? is equal to the old axi( t,)/&? (with xi( t6) 
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considered as a function of @ and 1) while 8x,(t,)/@ is equal to the old 
dxi( r6)/@ with A/d@ = - (a/&j) x5( t,)/(a/?~X) x5( t4). Let q = x3( t6) and 
i = x6( t6). Then 
If we consider @ and v” as functions of CP and I, then by inverting the 
Jacobian we obtain 
If we start with 3 = cp*(<,,) and x= A*(tO), so that v” is also equal to 
A*(tO), then A = 0 and 0 < cp < 2n. If we now allow I to range from -2 to 
2 and rp to range from 0 to 374 then A will change by at most 2 and cp by 
at most 37~. For x0, and hence x, sufficiently large, we can make l&j/&pl, 
(aV/&p\, and lZ/laAl arbitrarily small, so that $J and 3 remain arbitrarily 
close to cp*(tO) and A*(t,) as (cp, A) ranges over [0,37c] x [ -2,2]. Since 
L xs(t4) 4 xs(t,) - c$ a xs(t.4) a@ i’ 84 
we have 
IX- Gil < Iv”- ~*(Ldl+ 4 Jz IQ - (P*(50)1 
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so 1 also remains arbitrarily close to A*(&,). In particular, for x0 sufficiently 
large, as (cp, A) ranges over [0,3n] x [ -2,2], (+,I) remains within the 
neighborhood of (cp*(&), A*(&,)) f or which Lemmas 2 and 3 hold. Let U 
be the range of (@,I) for (cp, A) E [0,3n] x [ -2,2]. The invertability 
of the Jacobian implies that the map from U to [O, 3711 x [ -2,2] is a 
bijection, as required by Lemma 1. 
We now consider the state of the system at t, as a function of cp and 1; 
i.e., let 
-t-*(4% 1) = (Xl(kA X*(h), x4(&3), XS(h5), X (b), y(hd, J(b), 
(r12(k)>, skW(bA ~kim(v12(bJ .r12(f6))). 
To prove Lemma 1, we must show that f * E F. 
Lemma 3 implies that 
b10d2 + X*km1’2 < w-4 
&-I(1 -‘&2N-2-N-5/2)1/2 
<~&,)<,/&-‘(1-22n~N-~+N-~‘~)“~, 
finN-1-N-“2<x5(t6)<&rN-1+N-3’2, 
XA~,) ’ x0, 
y( f6) = 2x,( f6) sin(n/N) - 3, 
A(b) > 0, 
v1206) . r&J > 0. 
Moreover, for each i we have 
a -Xi(&) = 
acp 
aXi(t,)'+aXi(f6)' 
a4 acp a? ap 
~xi(t.)=~xi(t,,~+~~i(l,,~, 
so 
a xi(f,) = o(NP~), aq ; X (26) = W3), 
2 x2(k) = 4W3), $ X2(f6) = W3), 
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Thus f* E 9. 
1r12(t6)I/Jr12(t4)l = 1 + 27~*1V-~~+ o(N-~P]. 
For x0 sufftciently large (with ~1 fixed), (t4-tO)/(t6 - to) can be made 
arbitrarily small, and Ir,,(t,)l/lr,,(t,)\ arbitrarily close to 1. By Lemma 2 
we have 
V. INTERACTION WITH AN ORBITING PAIR 
We now prove Lemma 2. 
Proof, Let S, be the set of all points CT== (Z,(r,), Z,(t,), .?,(t,), Z,(t,)) in 
5’ for which II - Z,(t,) < p2 and ?,(r,) + X,(t,) > -$, let S, be the set 
of all such points for which Z,(t,) - Z,(t,) a h2 and Z,(t,) -t Z,(t,) < ,u2, let 
S3 be the set of a’ for which Z,(t,) - Z,(t,) > -p* and Z,(r,) + Qt,) < p*, 
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and let S, be the set of a for which Z,(t,,) - $(t,,) > -p2 and 
5?,(t,) + Zz(f,,) > -p2. Note that a’ is an element of more than one of the 
four covering sets Sk when IZ,(t,) + Z,(t,)l -C ,B*, so that any set W meeting 
the conditions in Lemma 2 must fall within one of the Sk. For 4 we choose 
the constant function n/4 over S, , 3~14 over S2, 57c/4 over S3, and 77~14 
over Sq, regardless of the value of 5. For all values of (c?, <), we choose 
fi N i ,/?, so that Q3 passes close to Qi when $ = rc/4 or 37~14 and Q3 
passes close to Q2 when 4 = 51r/4 or 77c/4. We assume, without loss of 
generality, that @ = 7114 or 3x14; in the other two cases we can use exactly 
the same line of reasoning with Q1 and Q2 reversed. Throughout the proof 
of Lemma 2, we shall use + in the sense of + if @ = 3n/4 and - if @J = n/4; 
we shall also use 7 in the opposite situation. We will show that it is always 
possible to choose d so that the path of Q3 is deflected through an angle 
of approximately --n/2 + rc/4 - 271/N (i.e., -n/4 - 2n/N if 4 = 3x14 or 
- 3x14 - 2n/N if @ = n/4) during its close encounter with Q1 so that in 
either case Q3 later passes close to Q2, where it is deflected through an 
angle of approximately 7112 T 7114, so that -‘cs(r4) =t. (If @J = 77114 or 5n/4 
then the path of Q3 is first deflected through an angle of approximately 
-z/4 - 27t/N or - 31~14 - 2rt/N respectively by Q2 and then through 7114 or 
371/4 by Ql.1 
To describe the state of the system between times t, and t4 we replace the 
Ii and xi coordinate systems by two other sets of coordinates. We will use 
3, to describe the system from time t,, through l,, when Q, makes its 
closest approach to Q,, until tz, when Q, is equidistant from Q1 and Q2. 
We will use the coordinates wi to describe the system from t,, through the 
closest approach of Q, to Q2 at time t3, until t,. 
Let 
$1 = Iv* - VI319 WI = Iv1 -v*31 
~*=(v2-v13)-(r2-r13), W2=(V,-V23)-(r,-r23) 
C3 = (r2 - r,,>, ~~=(r,--r~~) 
“t,=fIv3-v,12-Glr3-r,l~‘, w,=fJv,-v,J2-Glr,-rzl-’ 
9, = <Vj - VI >, ws= (v3-v2) 
fi6= -(r3-r,)x(v3-v,), we = - (r3 - r2) x (v3 - v2) 
6 = lr2 - r131r w7 = Irl - r231 
~~=Ir3-r,lcosC<r3-r,>-(v3-v,>l, w,=Ir,-r,lcos[(r,-r,)-(v,-v,)]. 
Note that most of the w’s are not dimensionless quantities. Throughout the 
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rest of the proof, when we state that one of the w’s (or some other dimen- 
sioned quantity) is bounded by a dimensionless number, it is to be under- 
stood that the bound is in units of s(t,) and i7(t0). 
The total energy of the system is zero, and the potential energy at t, is 
- - $G = - 2, so Iv,( to)) = O( 1) (that is, the potential energy is similar to 
- $Gs(to)--’ = -2i?(t,), so Iv,(t,)l = O(C(t,))). Since Zq(tO)-$p-l, we 
have G4( to) -CL-*. Also, since P(r,) = - 3, we have K-~s(t,,) - -3 _+ i a. 
Now the mutual gravitational attraction of Q3 and Q, cannot cause a 
change in %,. As long as (r3-r,l and (rr -r,l are greater than 1, the 
gravitational pull of Q, will result in an acceleration of U( 1) for Q, and Q2 
so that Gd(t) will remain similar to pL-2 at all times t within o( 1) of to. As 
long as CC, > 0, Q3 is moving in a hyperbolic path relative to Q,, if we 
ignore the pull of Q,. At time t,, dE,ldt - fi p ‘, so, if we ignore the pull 
of Q2, Q3 will continue to move along a hyperbola, and dG,/dt 2 $ p -’ 
for all t. As long as the gravitational acceleration due to Q2 is O(l), then 
diC,/dt is still 2 $ pL- ‘. As long as 4 < I< 1, Q3 will not pass within dis- 
tance 1 of Q2 within the time interval t, < t < to + (3 fi T i + 1)~. There- 
fore there exists a unique t, within this interval, indeed t, = t, + [$ &T 
i+o(l)]p, such that G8(tl)=0. 
Now iC6(tO)=&pp1[1-~fi+o(l)] and, as with CJ~, only the 
gravitational pull of Q, can cause E6 to change with time. Therefore 
~6(tl)=~~~‘[~-~JZ+0(1)]. S’ mce iC6( tI ) is a continuous function of 
fi, it must always be possible to choose a 2 - i fi for which G6(tl) has any 
given value within a radius of o(pL-‘) around zero. In particular, suppose 
we choose fi so that iG6(tl) = 2fi p cot($x,). Then, if we extrapolate from 
the state of the system at t,, ignoring the gravitational pull of Q2, we will 
find that Q3 travels along a hyperbola whose asymptotes intersect at angle 
CI, (that is, ~1, the change in the argument of the velocity of Q3 from 
t= -cc to +Go). 
In order to estimate the effect of Q2 on the path of Q3, we let 
r= (r3-r,(, u= /v~-v,(, and let dr and Au be the absolute values of the 
errors in r3 - rl and v3 - v, that result if we solve the equations of motion 
between t, and t ignoring the pull of Q2. We assume that at all times, 
(r3 -r2( and (rl -r,l are greater than 1. Then 
I I $Ar <Av, 
I I iA, <0(1)+2Grp3 Ar. 
Now if LX~ - -n/2 + 7c/4 (as it must be if Q3 is to go on and pass close to 
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Q2), then Y is initially on the order of ,u* and u is at all times on the order 
of /1-l, so C3= 0([~*+,~-‘Jt--t,~]-~) and 
I I ;Av =0(1)+0([~2+/L-‘~t-t’~]-3)d~. 
Taking Ar = Au = 0 at t’, we obtain 
Au = O(p’) 
Ar=O(p31t-tlI). 
In other words, the position and velocity of Q3 remain quite close to that 
of the hyperbolic path it would take if we started with the same r3 - r’ and 
v3 - v’ at t’ and ignored the influence of Q2. In particular, if a, N -rc/2 + 
75’4, so that Q3 heads off in the general direction of Qz after encountering 
Q’, then there exists a unique time tz=t,+ [ifi+o(l)]p such that 
lr3(f2) - r2(t2)l = lr3(t2) - r,(M. 
By varying tl’ over a small interval around -z/2 & n/4 (and hence by 
varying fi over a small interval around i fi), we can arrange for w,(t,) to 
have any value within o(p-‘) of zero. We now proceed as before, and show 
that wq N pL-* at t, and does not change much afterward, that w,(t,) N - 1 
and dw,/dt 2 ,,h p-‘, so that at some time t3=t2+[~,/?+0(1)]~, 
ws(t3) = 0. We then show that w6 changes by o(p-‘) from t, to t, so that 
the value of w6(t3) can be set by choosing 2, and when w,(t,) = 
2 & p cot($x,), the angle of deflection of Q3 by Q2 is w rx2. The path of 
Q3 after t, differs hardly at all from the hyperbola we would obtain by 
ignoring Q,, so if t12 N 7112 T 7~14, then there exists a unique t, = t, + 
C~~T~+ou)l p such that y(r4) = 3. Finally, since Iv,(t,)l N d p-‘, we 
have xs(t4)=&pP1( a,-rc/2*n/4)+0(~-‘), so as a2 ranges over an 
interval around z/2 T 7c/4, x5(f4) ranges over the entire interval of possible 
values of 5. Since xS(f4) is a continuous function of 1, we can always find 
a R for which x,(t,) = t. The continuity of 1 over each set S, follows from 
bounds on the partial derivatives cii which we will establish later. 
We next evaluate C(t,)/z7(t0). We have seen that the velocity of Q3 at 
all times between t, and t, is within O(p3) of what it would be if we 
started with the actual state of the system at t’ and solved the equations 
of motion forward and backward in time ignoring Q2. The bound 
on .?,(t,) implies that Iv,(t,)l =$p--’ + O(N-‘p-‘) and the bound 
on .?,(t,) implies that (vg(fO)) = -n/2+ O(N-‘). It follows that 
Iv,(t,)l=JZ~-‘+O(N-2~~‘) and (v3(t2)) = f 3x/4+ O(N-‘). Since 
t, - t, = O(U) and the gravitational acceleration of Q, on Q2 is O(p2), Q3 
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can transfer at most O(p3) momentum to Q2 during this interval of time. 
The rest of the momentum change in Q3 must result in an opposite change 
inmomentumin Q,. Now (vi(t)-vZ(t))=rc/2)rr/4+O(N-‘)during the 
entire interval, so the velocity of Q, relative to Q2 is decreased by 
p + O(NPrp) as a result of its encounter with Q3, while the velocity of 
both Qr and Q2 relative to their center of mass decreases by 
4~ + O(N-‘p). A similar decrease occurs between t2 and t, as a result of 
the encounter of Q2 with Q3, for a total decrease of p+ O(N-‘p). It 
follows that E(t4) - E(t,) = -2~ + O(N-‘p) and i7(t4)/E(to) = 1 + p + 
O(N-l/L). 
We now show that x,(t,) meets the bounds required by Lemma 2. The 
condition that the total energy of the system be zero implies that 
~CL2T&,)’ - 1 + IV&))12 + ~p2~&)2 
+G~~lr~(t~)-r~(t~)l-‘+Gp~~r~(t~)-r~(t~)(-~=O. 
The last three terms on the left are all O(p2), so the bound on Z,(t,,) in the 
hypothesis of Lemma 2 implies that 
The condition that sin(m,v, + m2v2 + m3v3) = 0 implies that 
~21,(t0)cos~-~2i5(t0)sin~-2~v,2(t,)l sin(v,,(t,))=O 
so 
Iv12M sin(v12(to)> = W4, 
lv12(td12 sin2(v12(to)> = Ob2), 
27r2NP2-N-5’2+0(p2)< Iv12(to)~*cos2(v,,(t,)) 
d 27c2N -* + N -‘I2 + 0(/i’), 
and 
(2n2N P2 - N -5’2)1’2 + O(Np2) < Jv,,(tJ cos(v,,(t,)) 
< (2n*N -* + N -5’2)1’2 + O(Np*). 
Between to and t2, the gravitational acceleration of Q2 on Q3 minus that 
of Q2 on Q, is O(1). Therefore G4(t2)- )?)Jq,)= O(l), and, since (r3(t2)- 
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r102)l -’ - lr3(fd - rlkdl --I = O(l), we have lv3(t2) - W2)12 - lv,(f,) - 
vlkd2 = O(l) and lv3(t2) - vl(f2)l - Iv3(b) - vlM = O(P). But IW2)l 
and Jv,(t,)( are both O(l), so Iv,(t,)l - Iv,(t,,)l = O(1). Likewise (v,(t,)l - 
[v,(t,)( = O(1). The bounds on Z5(t,) and x5(t4) imply that cos(v3(t0)) = 
sin(z/N) + O(N-lp) and cos(v,(r,)) = -sin(n/N) + O(N-‘P). Therefore 
IVj(Ldl cos(v,(t,)> - IVdb)l cos(v,(t,)> 
= -2 4’5 p-’ sin(x/N) + O(N-‘) 
= -2,,h~N-~p-‘+O(N-~p-~). 
It follows by conservation of momentum that 
b’dtdl cos(vdL,)> - b’~Akdl cos<v,,(b)> =a nN-‘P+ OW3d. 
Since ~?(t~)-~=l -2,~+0(N-‘p), we have 
But the total energy of the system at t4 is still zero, so 
fP2X&J2- 1 + lV,2(~,)12 fi(LI)-l cos2(v,20,)> 
+ lh2(f4)12 $LJl sin2<v,,(fd) + $2~5(f4)2 
+ G~2dkdr3(t4) - rl(f4)l -’ + Gp24Mr3(~,) - r,(t,)l --I = 0 
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and 
We also have 
x,(t,)/f,(t,) = 1 + O(N +‘p), 
We next examine x,(t4) and x,(t4). Let E= (m,, &)=(x1, x2), let AZ= 
Z(tq)-@to), let Av,= -p2[v3(t2)-v3(t0)] and let Av,= -p2[v,(t4)- 
v,(t,)]. Then v,(t,+p’)-vl(tl-p2)-Av, and vZ(t3+,u2)-v2(t3-p*)- 
Av,. Moreover, E’ can only change as a result of the gravitational inter- 
action of Q, with the other two bodies, so outside of the intervals 
[tl -p2, t, + p*] and [t,-$, t, +p2], E’ can only change by O(p2). 
Because of the symmetry in the path of Q3, we have Av, - -Av,, so 
qt4)-z(r2)“qr2)-qfJ. 
Now the component of Av, parallel to v, - v2 is similar to -p and the 
perpendicular component (that is the component parallel to r2 - r,) is 
similar to ( - $ + 1)~. It follows that the component of AE’ parallel to 
ri - r2 is similar to -2~ and the perpendicular component (that is, the 
component parallel to vi - v2) is similar to ( - fi + 1)~. Therefore, (Aq - 
(7T2fi)1’2p and (AZ)-(r,-r,)-n+arctani(&fl). But we 
chose 4 as a function of .f,(t,) and Z,(r,) so that 0~ (Z(to))- 
(r,(t,)-rCZ(t,,))+o(1)<rc/2 (unless .s(&J=o(p), in which case E(ZJN 
(7 T 2 fi)1’2 p < !+). Thus 
5+arctani($--l)<<nl)-(Z(tO))<n+arctani(v/S+l) 
and the component of AE’ parallel to Z(tJ is always negative. Unless E( to) 
is much less than 10~1, c(tq) will be smaller than 
case, E(tO) = 10~~ (AZ) - (E(t,,)) - rr/2+arctan$( 
(7 - 2 fi)‘/’ p and even then, 
Finally we note that since x5(ts) = o(p-‘) and xj(t3) - 4 = 71/2 + 7c/4, we 
have x,(t,) - - $ ,,I’? so that -2<xx,(t,)<2. 
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We now need only establish the bounds on the partial derivatives cV in 
order to prove Lemma 2. 
Now the state of the system from to to tz is determined by Kj (1 6 j < 8). 
We wish to estimate a(dEi/dt)/Xj at time t = t, - P$, where t is chosen so 
that to < t d t1 . 
First we must define three auxiliary functions. Let 
Consider a point moving along one of a family of hyperbolas, which differ 
in the angle of intersection of their asymptotes. For each hyperbola the ver- 
tex is distance 2 from the intersection of the asymptotes, the point reaches 
the vertex at time t = 0, and the point has a velocity of &’ at infinity and 
has an acceleration toward the focus of 4 over the distance to the focus 
squared. The hyperbolas can be parametrized by the angular momentum, 
a, of the point about the focus (taking the mass of the point to be 1). We 
assume a # 0. Let g(a, t) be the argument of the velocity of the point, where 
g(a, 0) = 0 for all a, and let h(a, t) be the component of the position vector 
(from the focus to the point) which is parallel to the velocity of the point. 
Let gay a, goa, g,,, g,,, L h,, haaT A,,, and h,, be the first and second par- 
tial derivatives of g and h. Note that if we redefine g so that g(a, 0) is an 
arbitrary function of a, the values of g, and h are not changed. The 
absolute values of all partial derivatives of g and h are bounded from 
above, as are the absolute values of g, t-‘/z, t3g,, f3gal, r4grr, t*h,,, and t*h,< 
if a is a held constant and t is allowed to range over all reals. Likewise the 
absolute value of h, is bounded from below. 
Let a, = -4(6 _+ 4 fi)‘j2. Then 
lim g(a,, t)- lim g(aO, t) = -z/2&~/4 ,-Cc I-+ -x2 
and 
/Om go,(uO, t) dt = lim g,(uo, t) = - f (,,h T 1). 
I--+02 
In our estimates of c?(diGi/dr)/iXj at I = t, - ip, whenever we use the 
functions g, h, and their partial derivatives without specifying any 
arguments, we shall intend these functions to have the arguments 
(43, &-2). 
Let z = i +/A*, let IV, = a(dGi/dt)/Mj, and let matrix IV= [IV,]. Then at 
t=t,-ip, we have 
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W- 
0 0 
0 0 
O(l) O(P) 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
WJ) O(l) 
0 0 
WP2) 
O(W) 
0 
O(W') 
O(v) 
W2) 
0 
0 
Oh6) 
oh4 
0 
W3) 
o(z-3p5) 
ow‘? 
0 
O(P) 
W2P2) 
W2P2) 
0 
O(ZP(-'1 
O(v) 
F(i) + O(z$) 
0 
0 
WP’) O(P) O(v2) 
Oh3) O(l) O(w2) 
0 O(l) 0 
O(l) WK') oh-') 
r"k,,- guh,h,-')+0(P2) O(w) -P'5g,,h,-' + O(P) 
O(w) O(z2) O(z) 
0 0 0 
P-2(h,,-h,,h,h,-')+ OW) 0 -p-‘h,,h,-’ + O(l) 
Note that since r3(fl)-r,(tI)=0(~2), we have r3(t,-~~)-rI(tl-i~)= 
O(i + p’) = O(z). Most of the entries in the table above then follow directly 
from the fact that the gravitational pull of each body is equal to G times 
its mass divided by the square of its distance. Note however that while the 
major effect of changing the energy 5’4 is to change v3 - v, , there must also 
be a slight change in r3 - rl in order to maintain a constant angular 
momentum 3,. Likewise, the major effect of changing “z1, is to change 
r3 -rr, but this results in a slight change in the potential energy which 
must be compensated by a slight change in v3 - v, in order to maintain a 
constant CJ~. 
Now each of the O-functions in W is bounded in absolute value by some 
constant /Ii,. That is, there exist positive numbers fl13, /?r4, .. . . bg4 such that 
I W131 < P13z2~‘, I W141 < P14dT etc. 
Let 
F max = o..<?$:,;?. 1 ‘F(u)‘, 
g max = y:; Mu+ 1J3 gt,(%, u) h,(%, u)-‘I, 
h max = y,” luh,,(a,, 4 h,(a,, u)F’l. 
A numerical computation reveals that h,,, = 0.0761 or 0.2476 depending 
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on whether I$ = 3x/4 or 7c/4, respectively. In either case h,,, < 1 so 
(1 -h,,,)- ‘>O. 
Let 
y21= fP27Y71 y,2= fLbY72 YE = fS,3 
Yx = B 3, Y32=G&whY72+832 yzs=f& 
Y‘ll = t843Y3, Y4z = fP47Yn Ys3 = 48a3 
YSl = 4B53Y3, Y52 = @5,Y72 Y53 = 4853 
Y61 = $53Y3, Y62 = fhY72 Y63 = iP63 
Y71 = 871 Yn=P72 Y73 = $B,zh 
Yn1 = aLLYal Y82 = aBMY42 Ys3 = fB84Y47 
Y,s = ihJ54 + f&8Y84 Y’S = f&5 Y16=2ii(~f~)&s Y17=P,7 _--- 
Y24 = ~SzsY54 + fhYsa Y25 = fh5 Y26 = +dJz f 1) 825 Y27 = 827 
Y34 = $P,, Y 14 Y35=tBxY15 Y36=f&lY16 Y37 = 837 
Ys“= f/&4+ f g,xY84 Y45 = 4.45 Y46 = &(-Jf 1) Pa Y47 = fP,, 
~64 = $Fmax~s.s + f/%s~ss, Y57 = f&7 
Y74 = $72Y24 Y75 = $&2Y25 Y76 = &Y76 Y67 = f&J 
Y84 = kdl - k,,a~)-~ Y85 = hY45 Y87 = hY47 
Note that the y’s are determined by the $S. 
For 1 Gi,<8 and 1 ,<j<7, let 
r~=r~(t)~~. 
1 1 
We claim that if t = t, - ip, then 
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This claim is clearly true for t = t I, because then i = 0 and r is the identity 
matrix. In order to prove it for all t in the interval [to, tl], it suffices to 
show for all such t that if the claim is true, then it remains true if both sides 
of the equations and inequalities are differentiated with respect o - t. 
To see that this is sufficient to prove the claim, rewrite all of the 
inequalities, replacing each +- with a o(l); e.g., Ir,,j <y2iizp3[l +0(l)]. 
Then choose a function p which tends to zero more slowly than any of the 
41)‘s andlet Y~*L=~P~~Y%(~ +P), YT,=/L(~ +P), ~&=fP~3~%(1 +P), etc. 
We can then choose appropriate constants K for each of the O-functions 
and show that as long as lr,, - II 6Kizp4=o(1), lr21l <Y:&L~, lr31l < 
y&fp, etc., it follows that 
d 
Ir;,l < - - Kizp’, 
dt 
d 
IGI < --Yyz*&P3, 
dt 
These strict inequalities suffice to prove the bounds on fii. 
To prove that the bounds on the r, do indeed imply the corresponding 
bounds on the derivatives r$, we note first that -dildt = -dz/dt = pp ‘, so 
Furthermore 
-$,(a,, &p--2)=p-%,,(ao, ip2)
-?$+p’)-‘d[=p-‘(i+p2)=zp-l, 
0 
--$‘([)d<=p-lF(i). 
We also have 
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or, in matrix notation, 
I--‘= wr. 
The bounds on W, and rij, together with the equations which define the 
y,i’s in terms of the /3;s, then provide exactly the bounds we want on f >. 
If 2=0(l), then 
Now if ti-#=t,, then ,?-$~T~=O(l). However, r,(t, -2~) is not 
the same as ~~i(~~)/~~~(~,) because t, - b0 itself varies with GJr,). In order 
to estimate ~~~(f~)/~~j(~,), we must first estimate J(t, - ~~)/~~~(~~), which 
depends on ~~(~)/~~~(~~) and ~~/~~, because j(t,) = -3 by definition. At 
t=t,-t$fiif)p, we have 
ajs 
z=o 0 O(1) O(N-‘p5) O(lv-$4) O(N-‘p2) O(1) O(1) 
J 
and 
$.= O(1) O(P) O(P) O(P3) O(P) WP3) O(l) W) 
.I 
-.g=O(ll WI O(l) W3) Q&u) ow-‘PZ) O(l) O(l). 
I 
Now @(t)/Mj(tl)= Cy= 1 f@(t) af(t)/iMi(t) = 
and dp/dt - ,/“i p - I. Hence 
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dGi(t) 
- = WEL) dt 
where 
I s (312) J?T 1 F= F(z) dz. 0 
We next estimate ~~~{r~~~~~j~r~ f. We proceed as before, but instead of 
F(z), we use 
F(z) = -222(2-fizj-3 
and let 
s 5 p= (l/2) 45 F(z) dz. 0 
By definition jtj(t2) -rz(t2)l/jr3(rz) - r,(t,)l = 1, so to estimate a(t, - t,}/ 
iSj(tl) we must first estimate the partial derivatives of jr,(t) - r,(t)\/ 
lr,(t)--rt(t)lwithrespectto~~(l,).Atr=t,+zr,wherez~~~,wehave 
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&lr3-r,l =O 0 0 W) 0 O(p3) 0 O(l), 
I 
& Ir3-r2l =o 0 O(P) W) O(P) O(p2) O(1) O(l), 
J 
~,Ir3-r21ilr3-r,l=0 0 WI W5) W) W2) o(l) O(l), 
I 
~lr~(t)-rz(t)lllr~(t)-r,(t)l 
agj(tl) 
=W’) O(P) O(P) W) O(P) O(l) O(l), 
and, since (d/&) Ir,-r,l/lr,--r,l -2 ,/?,K’, we have 
att2 - t, 1 
%;.(t, 1 =U3) WcL2) @cl*) W3) WP2) WPL) W) 
which is no greater than the bound on a(t, - t,,)/Gj(t,). Therefore the 
bounds on cM~(t2)/a~j(t,) are the same as the bounds on C%i(t,)/c%j(t,), 
except that j F replaces J F and three of the off-diagonal elements change 
sign, viz. 
Inverting this matrix, we obtain 
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and rnu~t~p~y~ng the matrices r~~j(~*)/~~~(~~)] and r~~~(r,)/~~~(~*)] we 
obtain 
Now 
and 
Most of these estimates are straightforward to derive, with the exception 
perhaps of the entries involving N in the fifth row. These arise from the fact 
that the total energy of the system is zero, so that any change in the kinetic 
or potential energy of any part of the system must be compensated by a 
change in the velocity of the center of mass of all three bodies. This will 
result in a change in Zs (which depends on the absolute velocity of Ql) 
even if G5 remains fixed, because 5, depends on the velocity of Qj relative 
to e,* 
Multiplying the matrix [8Zi ( tO)/Zj (t,)] and the vector &s( tO)/aGj( to) by 
the matrix [~~i(to)/&Fj(t,)], we obtain 
By symmetry, we also have 
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and 
Before putting bounds on cii = 8xi(t,)/Zj(t,), we estimate the partial 
derivatives of both Ti(to) and xi(t4) with respect o a common set of coor- 
dinates. Neither Gj(tz) nor wj(t2) will do for this common set of coor- 
dinates, because at time t,, Q3 is heading almost directly toward Qz and 
away from Q,, so that G3(f2) and G5(t2) are not sufficiently independent, 
nor are w3(t2) and ws(t2). Instead we let 
wj= Gj(t*) for j#5, 
05 = W,(b). 
Since ~w,(t,)/&G,(t,) N 2 4 p-l # 0, the state of the system at t2 is deter- 
mined by o, .A.+. 
Now 
1 000 0 0 0 
0 100 0 0 0 
0 010 0 0 0 
0 001 0 0 0 
O(P) OW) 1 W3) O(P) O(P) O(P2) 
0 000 0 10 
0 000 0 0 1 
and 
1 O(P) 0 0(/d OW) OW) OW) 
O(P) 1 0 O(P3) W) O(P3) W) 
W3) OW) 1 fw) O(P3) O(P-‘) oh4 
O(P) OW1) 0 1 O(1) O(1) O(P) 
O(P) O(Pc2) 1 O(Y3) O(P) O(P) W2) 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
(note that the condition lr3(t2) -r2(t2)1 = It,(t,)- t,(t,)l implies that 
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Multiplying this column vector by the row vector ax,(t,)/~?~w,, e obtain 
C56=aXS(t4)/a~.6(tO)-(~~T1)11-s. 
Since c56 # 0, we can replace Z,(t,) with x,(t,) in describing the state of 
the system. Specifically, let 
(G,=T,(to) for 1 < jG5, 
5, = XS(f4h 
5, = s(b) 
and let 
Il/i=Xi(fJ for 1 <is4 and i=6, 
It/s = %(44> 
$7 = dfd 
Then 5 r, . . . . q7 determine the state of the system at all times in the interval 
[to, t4]. Furthermore, for i = 1, 2, 3,4, and 6 and 1 < j < 5, we have 
We need only find bounds on a+ila$i for 1~ i < 7 and 1 d j< 6 to 
complete the proof of Lemma 2. 
We start by inverting the matrix 
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by Gaussian elimination, pivoting on (i, j) = (6, 5), (5,6), (4,4), (7,7), 
(3, 3), and (2,2) in that order. We obtain 
a4@, - 
Tfi G O(P) W2) ma OW) -1 
-f,h F$$ O(P) w2t oh4 oh4 0 
G 2+JZ I W(‘) W) W‘Y 0 
o(P) o(P-7 TK’ jT/1-’ (31) O($) -p--2 
(844,/b (12 Jh 16)p (4&4)P a!d W) (-4f@)$ 004 
:-8y4& (-12&16)p (-4&4)p 0(/i*) (4+2J;i)k2 ow O(P) 
k& -4 O(#) W2) OW) O(fa 2 
Note that au,&@, - Tp-‘, and not merely O(p-‘), because &q/a4j53= 
-a0u@,-t~+4~~ and ao4/aiJ3= --C1-2ao,ja5,-cl-2a0,/a53 
+ o(,K’). Also aw,/@, and &/a$, are both 0, not just o(l), because 
changing 5, does nothing but change the distance scale, whereas w2 and 
o3 are dimensioniess angles. Finally, we multiply [a~i/a~~J by 
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We use the fact that &~,/a$, + &,/a$, - ) p to refine our estimates for 
ah/@, and awaiL which would otherwise be O(1) and O(p), respec- 
tively. The seventh column is 0, . . . 1 because all tii and Gj are dimensionless 
except & and 5,. 
Our estimates for a$i/a$j (together with the fact that c~~-c,,c,,/c~,= 
ci6 - ci6c56/c56 = 0) provide the bounds on cii - ci6csj/c,, for Lemma 2, as 
well as the bounds on csjJc56 and c,,/c,,. The bounds on c~/c~~, when i # 5 
and j# 6, are obtained by dividing cii- ci6csjlc56 by c56 and adding 
(c,~/c~~)(c~~/c~~). This proves Lemma 2. 
VI. BETWEEN ORBITING PAIRS 
We now prove Lemma 3. 
Proof: Let p = y - 2 and let J? = 2x, sin(rc/N) - y - 2. As long as E < 0, 
we have lr,-r,,[ and Ir2-r,,[ <2s, so jr,-r,I and [r3-r,l are both 
> ps. Likewise, Ir,- r4J and lr, -rd51 are both < 2s, so (r3 - r,l and 
Ir3 4 are both > @s. As long as x7-x, x6= o(x), and 
3 < y <2x, sin(z/N) - 3, we have (r12 - ri( 2 $c(i- 3)(3N- i) N-‘xs and 
(r3 -ri( 2 $r(i- 5)(3N+ 1 - i) N -‘xs. It follows that 
$= 0(p2pP3) + 0(p2f3) + O(N3~-3), 
dv,, 
,=O(p2p-2)+O(p2@-2)+O(N2~-2), 
dv, dt= o(p-2) + o(p-2), 
in units of s and 8. Since x,(r,)-$p-‘, x,(t,)= o(h-‘), and 
(~~~(t~))/V(t~) =o(pL-‘), it follows that dy/dt - 8~~’ (in units of s 
and V) at t,. But y(t4)= 3, so as long as dy/dr-&p-l, in units of ~(1~) 
and V(t4), we have p N 1 + 4 p-‘( t - t4). Therefore, as long as 
3 d y < 2x, sin(x/N) - 3, we have s(t,))’ Is(t) - s(t4)( = O(p’), 
i3f‘l)-1 lV12(f)-VdLdl = W3) and r7(f4)-’ (vj(t) -v,(t,)( = O(p). From 
now on, all dimensional quantities will be in units of s( t4 ) and V( f4) unless 
otherwise specified. It follows that dy/dt does indeed remain similar to 
J&e and there must exist minimum times t, > t4 and t, > t4 such that 
p(ts) = P(ts) and @(f6) = 1. Indeed t5 - t, - f ,/? nN P1px and t6 - t, - 
$ nN -‘px. 
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Now the bounds on x,(t,) in the hypothesis of Lemma 3, together with 
the condition that the total energy be zero, and the bounds on other com- 
ponents of the kinetic and potential energy, imply that 
so 
Our bound on dv,,/dr implies that the above bounds on )v,,(t,)l hold also 
for Ivlz(t)( for all t in the interval [r4, t6]. The condition that the total 
angular momentum be zero, together with the fact that Iv,(r)1 ~$p~i, 
implies that 
I~,~(t)l sinC(v12(t)> - (rf2(f))l - 1 Jz P. 
Therefore 
I,,h nN-’ - Iv,,(t)] cos[ (v12(f)) - (r12(t))]f 5 $ J”i n-‘Ne3” 
and the same holds for Iv,,(t)/ c0s[(v,,(t))- (ri2(t)) +rc/N]. Further- 
more, the component of v,,(t) - viz(t) parallel to r,,(t) + r,,(t) is similar to 
,,h nN -lp, so we also have 
I$s-’ - Iv4dt)l cosC(v12(~)> - (r12(t)) + 4Nli 
5 a fi 7t-l1$-~/*. 
Now suppose x5( t4) = fi xN - ’ - N - 3/2, Then, since v3 changes by O(n) 
over the interval [f4, f6], it follows that x,(1,) 5 (- 1 + i fi n-i) N -3’2 
(t6 - t4) w ( - fi 7c + $) N -5’2px. Likewise if x,(t,) = & KN - ’ + N -3’2, 
then x6( ts) 2 (fi rc - i) N -“*,ux. Since x,(t,) is a continuous function 
of x5(~4)~ it follows that as x5(t4) ranges over the interval 
[$ aN -’ - N -3/2, fi nN -i + N -3/2], x,(t,) ranges over an interval 
whose endpoints are similar to (-fia+i)N-“‘p~ and 
($ it - $) N-‘/‘~x. In particular, this interval must include (-2, 2) as a 
subinterval. Therefore, for any II E ( - 2,2) one can always find r such that 
X6( t(j) = 1. 
It is now straightforward to prove all the bounds in Lemma 3 which do 
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not involve the derivatives 6,. From the fact that [v,(t,) - v,(t,)( = O(p), 
we obtain xq(f6)/x4(t4) = 1 + O(p’). Since IS(&)- s(t4)1 = O(p3) we have 
U(t6)/U(t4) = 1 + O(p’). Since \vlz(t)j - fi nN7’ and (~,~(f)) - (r,,(t)) 
= o(l) throughout the interval of time, we have Ir,,(t,)l/lr,,(t,)l = 
1 + 2n*N P2p + o(N m2p). To obtain the bound on t, - t,, we note that 
(v3(t4)( =U(t4) [~~(t,)*+~~(f~)*]~~*=~~(t~)Z)(t~)+0(N~~~) and that v3(t) 
remains within O(p) of v,(t,) throughout the interval. On the other hand, 
lr3(b) - r,,(t,)l and lr3(t6) - r4,(tdl are both O(l), and 
lr45tt6) - r12(t4)l 
= [lh2(bJl + h2(Ql12 sin2 i+ Clr4,(hJ - l~rz(~4N12 cos*E 
= Clrdfdl + lr,2kJ112 sin* i+ OW2~x)2 
= Clr,2thd + Ir12(~4)ll sin E+ 4Nm21*x). 
Hence lr3(f6) - r3(t4)1 = [lr12(r,)l + lr,,(t,)l] sin(x/N) + o(N -2px)q Since 
(v,(t)) has a range of O(p2) during the interval [t4, t6], the length of the 
actual path travelled by Q3 must be 1 + O(p4) times lr3(f6) -r3(t4)l, and 
the bound on t, - t, immediately follows. 
We also have 
dc 
-g= O(p2pp3)+ O(p2b-3) + O(N3~-3), 
whence (&(t6)-~(t4)1 =O(@‘) and .s(t6)< 10~. The above bound on d&/dt 
also gives us A(f6) >O. The bound on x,(t,) follows from the fact 
that (v3(t6)-v3(t4)) = O(p = o(N-“*). To obtain the bound on xS(t6), 
we note that in fact J 2xN-‘-fN~3’2Q~g(t4)$~~N~1+fN-3!2 
because at the two endpoints of this interval, x6(f6) is similar to 
( - i fi rr + 4) N -5’2~~ and ( f & n - 5) N - “*px, respectively, and the 
intervening interval must still include ( - 2, 2). The condition x,(t,) > x0 
follows from the fact that viz(t) . r,,(t) > 0 throughout the interval [t4, t6], 
which in turn follows from the fact that \v12(t) - v ,*(t4)( = O(p3). 
We will also need an estimate for x6 between f4 and t,, which we obtain 
as follows: Let 6 be the maximum value, for t4 < t < t5, of the component 
of r3 -r,2 perpendicular to v3-vrz. Then the component of d(vj - v12)/dt 
perpendicular to v3 - viz is O(Spe3). It follows that for t4< t<t*< t5, 
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the component of [v3(t) - v,Jt)] - [vJt*)-v,Jt*)] perpendicular to 
v3(t*)--~,~(t*) is U(6ppLp2) and the component of [r3(f)-r12(t)] - 
[r3(t*) - r,,(t*)] perpendicular to v,(t*) - v,,(f*) is G(~,u~P-~) = o(6). 
Therefore 6 wx6(z4) = O(1). The same reasoning applies to the interval 
from t5 to t6, with 6 replacing p. Since x,(t,) is also O(l), r3 must remain 
within 0( 1) of the line from rlZ(t4) to r&t,). Now by rotational symmetry, 
the component of vd5 - v,~ perpendicular to rd5 - r,2 is 2 sin X/N times the 
component of v12 perpendicular to r,2, viz. 4 J”; p. In other words, the line 
from riZ to rd5 is rotating, while v3, at all times between t, and t6, remains 
nearly parallel to rd5(t5) - r,,(t5). Therefore, since x6 is the distance from 
r3 to the line between r12 and rd5, we have 
xg = &uypjj + O(1). 
We now need only establish the bounds on the partial derivatives b,. We 
will do this by first establishing bounds on axi(t,)/iYxj(t,) and axi(t,)/ 
dx,(t,) for all i and j, and then multiplying the two matrices. We proceed 
as in Lemma 2, first estimating d(dx,/dt)/dxj and then integrating over 
time. 
In order to estimate ll(dx,/dt)/c?x,, we temporarily drop the requirements 
that the total energy and angular momentum of the system be zero. We 
define X, , X,, X3, X4, A’,, X6, X,, and A’, the same as xi, x2, x3, x,6, 
x5 6, x6s, x,s, and ys, respectively, except that (r12(t)) is replaced by 
(r,2(t4)) in each definition. Let X9= lvlZj cos((vlZ) - (r,*)) and Xl,,= 
/vi21 sin((v,,) - (ri?)). The state of the system at time t is then deter- 
mined by X,(t), . . . . X,,(t), s(t), and (r12(t)). Let V and H be N-’ times, 
respectively, the total energy and total angular momentum of the system. 
We assume without loss of generality that (rlZ(t4)) =O, so that 
(r12(t))wf&!p(t-tt4)=O(p2p). Then, for t,bt<t,, we have 
dXi 
dt- O(~‘P-~ + N3xp3) 
O(~‘P-~ + N3xp3) 
OW2) 
O(P-~ + N -‘pzp--2) 
O(pp-2+N-1p) 
O(N -‘) 
If&-’ 
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and 
U(~J~~-~-~-N~X-') O(~2p-3~N3~-3) 0 0 
O(p2p-""+N31:-3) O(p*p-3-t-Ny-3) 0 0 
o(~2p-3~N3%-3) O(p*p-3+N3~-3) 0 0 
aP-4) O(P -4) 0 0 
O(P -“I W-4) 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
O(N4x- 4, wzP-4) 0 0 
O(iPX .4) @Y2P-41 0 0 
O(N4x-‘f WP-*) 0 0 
u(N’x-3) QtP-31 0 0 
O(N*X--~) O(P-~+N-‘&J-~) 0 0 
0 0 -i O(N-‘) 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 O(N-‘I) 1 
We also have dsjdt=U(~p-3~~3K 13), d(r12)jdt~~~p~-i, 
d ds 
kx, dt 0 
~o(~2p-3~~3K-3) O(p2p-3+N3p) o(~*p-3+~3K-3) 
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If we restore the condition that U = H= 0, then the state of the system 
is determined by A’,, . . . . X8, S, and (r,*). Furthermore, ~?(dX,/dr)/&Y~, 
under the condition U = H = 0, is equal to 
>( 
afr au -_________ 
ax, ax,, ax,, ax, 
without this condition. Therefore, under the condition U = H = 0, we have 
a(dx,/df)/ax, - 
O(~‘P-~+N’X-~) O($p-‘+ N’x-‘) O(/I’P-~+ N3f3) 0 
O(/L’P-~ + N’x-~) O(~‘P-~ + N3~-3) O(~‘P-~ + N3~-3) 0 
O($-‘f N3x-‘) O(p2p-‘+ N’x-‘) O(~‘P-~+ N’x-~) 0 
O(P-9 O(p-7 O(Prn4) 0 
O(P) O(P-7 O(P-9 0 
o(Nj~~p-~+N-‘x-‘) O(Np*p-‘+N-IX-‘) O(N/L~P-~+ N4~-3) O(Np) 
O(Mp2p-3 + N/J-‘) O(Np’p-‘f N/LX-‘) 0(N~‘p-~ + N4x-‘) O(Np) 
o(p*p-3+x-‘) O(p2p-‘+x-‘) O(&-‘f N3xm3) 1 
0 o(P2P-4) 
0 O(Y2P 9 
0 O(PzP-4) 
0 O(~-~fN-‘p~p-~) 
0 o(P-3) 
1 O(N/~‘P-‘+~~~~~+N-‘~X-‘) 
O(P2) O(N~2p-3+p4p-2+N~2~-‘) 
O(N-‘p’) 0(ji2p-3+N-‘/i4p-*+p~-‘) 
while a(ds/dt)/aX, is unchanged and 
O(iPx -4) O(P2P-v 
O(iPx -4) O(P2P -7 
O(N4~-4) O(bJ2P -9 
O(Ay-3) O(P-‘) 
O(Ny3) O(p-4+N-‘p2p-3) 
O(N-I/L-‘) O(N/.i2p-2+N--2p~-‘) 
O(W2x-‘) O(Np’p-* + p*x-‘) 
O(PX -‘) O(p’p-2+N-‘p~-‘) 
-o(p) o(x-2) 0 f/?-l 
505/89/l-4 
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x1 =X1 cos(r,,} +X2 sin(r,,) 
xp=x+xs3+-x~ sin(r,,) 
and, for j # 1,2, we have 
When j = 1, we must add the term - (r,,) d(t,,)/dr, and whenJ= 2, we 
must add the term d( rrz )/dr. Likewise, 
When jf I, 2 we have 
and when j= 1 or 2, we must add the terms -d(r 12)/dt or 
- (r12) d(r,,>Jd& respectively, 
Let cr equal 2~ times the area of the smaihx of the two regions bounded 
by the instantaneous orbit of Q1, the ray from r12 through r45, and the 
ray from r12 parallel to r& t4) - r12(f4), divided by the area of the region 
bounded by the orbit of Q1. Then 
and 
x4= X,iT” COS(~~~) -t Xsfisl sin(r,,) 
xS = X,fT’ cos(r12) -X,5-” sin(r,,), 
SO 
(note that deeds = - fds/dt in units of s and 6). When j f 4, 5: 
while if j= 4 or 5, we must add the terms - (r& d<r,, >,fdt + 1 ds/df or 
d(r 12 >Jdt + 4 ( cl2 ) ds/dt, respectively. Likewise, 
and if j$4,5 we have 
If j-4 we must add the terms -d(r,,)/df-- =$(rlz) ds/dt and if j= 5, we 
must add - (rlZ)d(rlz)idi-f-fd~~d~. 
Next, we have 
xg = x,s-’ cos(r12) -Xss-l sin{r,,), 
y= X,s-’ cos(r12) + X6.FL sin(r,,), 
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plus - (rlz) d(r,=)~dt-ds~dt or -d(r,,),Jdt$ (r12) d~~dt if j=6 or 8, 
respectively, and 
plus d(~~~)/dt - (r12) ds/dt or -(r~~)d(r~~)~dt-~~dt if j=6 or 8, 
respectively. 
Finally, 
pfus - dsidf if j = 7. 
Note that (r12) = ~~~*~~-‘) =O(N-‘~1’). Putting everything together, 
we have 
dxi --p2(+u2p-3+1”2X-‘) 
o(~2p-3~~2~-1) 
1 
O(p-2+N-f/.q-‘) 
O(p-3+N-‘p2p-24p) 
O(pp-2+N-~‘p) 
O(jLp-3X+N-1) 
t/%P, 
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d(dxJdr)jd;k; N 
O(p’p-‘+ N’x-~) o(!J3X-if O(N -Ip3x-‘) 
O(p2p-‘+ N3~-3) o(/13x-.J) O(N .-‘p3x-‘) 
O(p2p-‘+ N3~-3) owx-‘1 O(N -‘/2x-‘) 
O(p-4+pp-3+N3p-1X-3) O(W-~+ N-$*X-‘) Ok-‘) 
O(p-4+N-‘p2p-3+N2~-3) o(M-l) O(p~-~-t N-‘/q-‘) 
O(NP~P--~ i N-‘p4p-2$ Np2xu2) O(W) I 
O(p2p-3~+N4x-2) OWC) O(P2) 
and 
Finally, we have 
a a 
-=cor(r,,}Xtsin<r,,)~ 
ax, I 2 
a 
-==cos(r,2) 
a a 
3x2 
ax - sin (r12 > ax 
2 1 
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a a -=- 
ax, ax, 
$=cos(r,,) &+sin(r;,) -&- 
4 4 5 
~=cos~r,,,~-sin<r,,,~ 
5 5 4 
$=cos(r,,) &-sin(r,,) & 
6 6 8 
a a -=- 
ax, ax, 
so all of the bounds that we just established for a(dxJdr)/aX, and a(&/&)/ 
8X, hold as well for a(&,/&)/&, and a(dy/dt)/ax,, while the bounds for 
a(dx@)/aXs and a(dy/dtyax, hold for a(dx,ptyay and a(dyldtyay. 
Before integrating to obtain axi(t,)/axj(r,), we reparametrize time, 
replacing t with 
T=$7iN~1~~(~-3) 
2x, sin( z/N) - 6 ’ 
By considering the state of the system as a function of r instead of t, we 
can estimate ax,(t,)/ax,(t,) by integrating a(dxJdt)/axj from r = 0 (t = f4) 
to r = f fi nN -lpx (t = ts). The advantage of integrating with respect to 
r rather than t is that i 4 nN -lpx is a constant, whereas t, - t, varies 
with the initial state of the system. This becomes especially important later 
when we estimate axi(t6)/dxj(t5), because for t close to t,, it is often the 
case that ax,(t)/ax,(t,), with t - f5 held constant, is much greater than 
axi(t6)/axj(t,), simply because r3(t) - r,,(t) varies with x,(t,). The varia- 
tion is much less if we hold t constant because then, for t close to t,, t, - t 
is more nearly constant. 
Our first task is to find estimates for dxJ& and a(dx,/&)/ax,. We have 
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so we need estimates for dT/dt and i?(dT/dt)/axj. Now 
,=J?zN-~Px(Ys-~s) 
2X, sin( z/N) - 6s ’ 
where ys = A’, cos(rIz) +X, sin(r,,), so 
fi nN - ‘px( ys - 3s) 
- [2X, sin( z/N) - 6s] * 
[2sin($$-621-l 
and dx,ldt - dxJdt. For j # 7, we have 
a dz 
0 = 2X<ny:iFT 6s i&z 7’ 
fi aN - ‘px( ys - 3s) 
- [2X, sin(n/N) - 6s12 
If j= 7, then we must add the following terms: 
+$7rN-‘p~(ys--3s) 
[2X, sin(n/N) - 6s13 
[2sin(i)$-6$][2sin(i)s]. 
Therefore a(dt/dt)/axj - 
and 
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0(/1*p-~ + N3x-‘) O(P3PP3 +/2x-‘) 
O(p’p-‘+ N3~-3) o(p3p-3+p3x-‘) 
O(/.L*~-~ + N3~-3) 
O(p-4+pp-3+N3p-‘~-3) .,,-r~~~~ x- ) 12 1 
O(P-~+ N-‘P~~-~ + N’x-~) O(fip-3+N-‘ji’p-2+~~-‘) 
O(Np2p-‘+ N-‘P~~-~ + N$x-*) O(Nw) 
O(~~p-~x + N4~-2) O(P*P-‘x + NP) 
O(N-‘pSp-3+N-‘p3~-1 
O(N-‘JI~~-‘+N-‘~~X-’ 
O(N -‘p’) 
O(N-‘p’p-*+jq-‘) 
O(jq-3+N-‘~5p-2+N-‘~~ 
O(N -‘~~p-~% + /.I’) 
O(~2P-3x+w2x-2) 
O(P2P-3x+P2x-2) 
X 
-1 
O(p-*x-’ + N -ljq-*) 
O(p-3~~1+N~‘~Zp~2~-‘+ 
O(W-~X-‘+ N-‘/L-‘] 
O(fip-‘+ N-lx-‘) 
Since dz/dt - 1, the function from t to z is bijective for t4 6 t < t,. Let t* 
be the inverse of this function; i.e., let t*(u) = t if z = u at time f. Then 
t*(O) = t4 and t*($ $ znN-‘~~) = t5. 
We shall find bounds on axi(t5)/axj(t,) by first finding bounds on 
ax,(t*(zp))/ax,(t,) for O-C:< $&’ zZV1~. We proceed as in the proof 
of Lemma 2, and let /IV, flij, Bii, and KU be the respective constants in 
the 0 expressions in the above estimates for iT(dxi/dz)/i3xj. That is, let 
I~(dx,!yWx,l <~~~~*~-‘+P^I~N-I~~x-I, Mdx,ld~)PxA -GI~cL~P-~+ 
Pn~x- , . . . . lWx,/d~)l~x,l < 8~.&~-~ + I&GP~P-~ + ,%~-‘P~P-* + 
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YZl = t * P21 
)i21 =821 fl2 = /9,2 y23=$&23 
y31= f & y41+ A1 Y32=tfiY42+/332 Y33=tJh43 
y41= f 4 841 y42=d&42 Y43=~Joa 
YSl = t Jz 851 Ysz=i&sz Y53=d$P53 
Y61= YSl Y62 = YS2 Y63 = Y53 
y24=$4B 24 Y25 = 926 Y26=wo26 Y27=$&3z 
Yss=rJTY45+@P36 Y36=4$Y46+836 
y54=6& 54 Y45 = 4 846 Y46=dA46 Y47=f&47 
Y64 = P64 Y56=$&6 Y57=t$857 
Y74=t& 74 Y75 = 1876 Y66 = Y56 Y67 = Y57 + b67 
y^74 = A4 y^75 = 875 Y76=&&%6+&b&4Y46 
Note that the y’s are determined by the p’s. 
Now, let T,(z) = &x,(t*(zp))/~x,(t,). We claim that 
r,,=1+O(p3)f’(~i+1)-3di+O(p6)~~(JZr+l)-2di 
0 
+ O(zN-‘p4X-‘) - 1 
+y^21d-1 
2 -1 
sY21P3+y”2*zP x 
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r22 = 1+o(P”~j~(~i+l)-‘di+o(p”) jZ(fi(+l)-‘di 
0 
+O(ZN-‘#-~)- 1 
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/~25/<2~Y25~4f=(t/r2i+l)-3d~+0(~7) j;($r+1)-2dc 
0 
f O(zN-‘p4~-‘)~ yzsp4 
Tss=1+O(~)~=(~~+1)-2d~fO(zN-1~2~-L)~l 
0 
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The proof of this claim is analogous to the proof of the parallel claim 
needed to prove Lemma 2. The claim is clearly true for z =0 because 
t*(O)= t4 so F(O) is the identity matrix. To prove the claim for 
0 <z < 4 ,/‘? nN -lx (i.e., for t, < t < ts), it sufkes to show for all such z 
that if the claim is true, then it remains true if both sides of the equations 
and inequalities are d~~erentiated with respect to z. 
Now z ‘v $fip(y - 3) = ffip(p - 1) so if z = zp, then 
z-$&(p--1) and 
Also, at z = zp we have 
d axi(t*(T)) 
l-y+) = - _ a dxift*trl) 
dz d+(t,) axj(t4) dz 
d dxi(t*(z)) 
=’ &x;.(t,) dz 
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The bounds we have already established on iY(dx,/dz)/ax,, together with 
the bounds on r,,.= ax,(t*(z))/ax,(t,), then imply the bounds we need on 
r;. 
Substituting 3 d nN -lx for z in the bounds on rii, we obtain 
1 O(N-‘p2) O(P3) O(P) W) W) Ob3x-‘) 
O(N -l/2) 1 oh4 OW) a#) O(P3) o(P3x-l) 
O(N-lp3x) O(N-yX) O(N-‘j?,y) -jnN-‘j?X OW’P4X) O(N-‘p3x) $JLN-‘p 
O(F) O(r) O(P) 1 O(P2) WC) wx-‘) 
O(P) O(P) O(P) O(P2) 1 O(P) o(Px-‘) 
O(N-‘p2x) O(N-‘p2x) O(N-‘&) O(P2X) f&W’/LX O(N-‘y2x) O(N -‘p2) 
O(P3X) W’x) Ob’x) O(P2X) O(N -‘P’x) O(P’X) 1 
Finally, we consider the interval from t5 to rg. During this interval we 
still have dr/dt N 1. Furthermore, the bounds we established for dxJdz and 
cT(dx,/dz)/ax, on the interval [t4, t5] still hold on [ts, f6] if we substitute 
$ for p. 
In order to find bounds on axi(ta)/axj(t5), we first find bounds on 
ax,(t*(f Ann-‘~X+z~))/ax,(r,). We use the same fi;s as before, but 
redefine the yU’s as follows: 
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One again, the y’s are determined by the j?‘s. We now let TY(z) = 
3xi(f*($ a xN-‘p~ + zp))/axj(t,) and claim that 
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Again the claim is true for z = 0 because r(O) is the identity matrix, so 
we need only show that if the claim is true, then it remains true if both 
sides are differentiated with respect to z. Now if r = $ z/z rcN -‘px + zp, 
then 
so 
-$nN-l&z+ 1)-“=&z(7cN-‘~-~z+ l)-(n+l) 
We also have z < 4 $ rcN -lx and 
r;(z)=p E k= 1 ax,(&cT)) [ dxi(Yq -“z,:;y~ 
so, using the bounds on 8(dx,/dr)/~?x,, it is straightforward to show that 
the bounds on r imply the bounds on r’. This proves the bounds on fY 
Substituting i$ rrN -lx for z we obtain 
1 O(N-‘P2) O(P3) OWX) O(N-‘#x) Oh’) ow-‘/.a 
O(N-‘p2) 1 Oh31 Wx) O(N-‘#xl Oh31 W’-‘d 
O(P3) W) 1 - +rN -‘p2x W’-‘P~X) O(p3) f,,‘?N-‘p 
O(P) O(P) O(P) Wx) O(N -l~‘x) O(P) O(N-‘/I’) 
O(P) O(P) O(P) O(P3X) O(N -~P’x) O(P) O(N-I/J’) 
W-2~) OW2~) Ok’) O(P2X) &/%N-‘/IX 1 O(N -2p2) 
W3x) 0(2x) O(P3X) W5x2) O(N-‘P~X’) W’x) O(N-‘P~X) 
Finally, we multiply our estimate for the matrix [ax,(t,)/8xi(t,)] by our 
estimate for the matrix [%xi(ts)/8xj(t4)] to obtain the estimate of the 
matrix [bii] = [aXi(t,)/8xj(l4)] in Lemma 3. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 3. 
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